HU602 Hospitality Trailer

HU602 - This is a single-level, ultra luxury unit offering the opportunity to combine hospitality and/or display
functions in separate areas, the large access give an environment which is open but protected. With a rear
extendable seating pod this unit will act as a magnet for visitors wherever it appears.
The interior can be adapted to accommodate more or less bench seating, the kitchenette is hidden behind a small
wall and there is also a storage cupboard to keep those essentials out of sight. Large internal display areas make
it an ideal trailer to attract your customers directly onto the stand.

Features
Compact for facilities available
Kitchen with fridge
Furniture options
Storage
Wide access
Multiple seating
Flagpoles x 2

4600

940

Size aspect
5car park spaces
Including towing frame 7450mm
2950

Technical Specification
Body length (overall) 6000mm
Trailer length with towing frame 7290 mm
Width (set up) 5650mm
Height 3100mm

1300

Internal Sizes of Trailer.
Main floor length 5900mm
Width 2100mm Height 2050mm
Door height 1830mm
Graphic Panels Maximum Sizes
(width x height) mm
A – 4380 x 1850 B – 890 x 1170 C – 890 x 1170
D- 2005 x 2315 E- 1480 x 2315 F(2) - 670 x 1810
G - 550 X 2315 H(2) - 1210 x 1820 Headboard – 5860 x 470
Where seats are placed reduce height by 900mm

The Mobex Service.
When you hire a trailer from Mobex
1. It is made ready to your exact requirements including any graphics and accessories.
2. We arrange the delivery with the event organisers and your other contractors.
3. We mow any grass (if required) and correctly position on the plot.
4. Set up all furniture and accessories. Secure as required ready for you to just “Turn up and present”.
5. Pack up and collect at end of the event.
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